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System Overview
• Custom plasma and tungsten halogen source with radiance mimicking a direct exoatmospheric view of the sun from 300-2500nm.
• System has a 1” exit port utilizing a homogenizing fiber bundle and integrating rod.
• Monitoring of the system output with detector and customer supplied spectrometer.
• New calibration system for CLARREO-PATHFINDER for LASP (Univ. of Colorado,
Boulder)
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Customer’s Spectral Level Request (Green Line)
• Direct View of Solar Disk

• Brightest Sphere Design
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Sphere-Based Version
• Much better uniformity at much lower Radiance
(~10x lower) than the fiber solution
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System Layout
• 5 X 150W Tungsten
Halogen Sources
• 3X Plasma Lamps
(one with variable
attenuator)
• 1 additional input for
customer source
• Each source is
focused onto the
fiber bundle
• System uses
homogenizing fiber
bundle to feed the
light into the
integrating cavity.
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Optical Modeling – Fiber Spectral Output Prediction
Still ~100x lower than the solar disk radiance (10e4) but could achieve a reasonable SNR on the DUT
Spectral Radiance out of Homogenizing fiber bundle
Spectral radiance (W/m2-sr-nm)
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plasma fraction x3

Total Output

2300

Fiber Bundle Cross Section
5X QTH Inputs

• The monolithic fiber
bundle incorporates
smaller bundles that
hold evenly
distributed individual
fibers from each
input.
• The effect creates a
highly uniform
output.
• 1” Diameter Output
• NA=0.26
3X Plasma
Inputs
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Dimensions
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Mechanical Layout
Protective Enclosure

Additional SMA Input

Exit Port

Electronics box:
Lamp Power supplies,
control computer
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Input
Sources

Multi-furcated Fiber Bundle

Cooling System Layout
▪ The air inlet will provide
cooling airflow over the
surface of the fiber optics
to prevent damage.
▪ An internal pressure
regulator will ensure proper
air pressure for sufficient
air flow.
▪ An airflow kill switch is also
in place to prevent the
lamps from running without
the supply of compressed
air.

Flow Switch
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Airflow nozzle

Lamp Cross Sections
Plasma lamp

QTH lamp
Lamp
Filament

Airflow Nozzle
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Focusing Optic
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Focusing Optic

Integrating Rod & Monitor Cross Section
3 Position diffuser
slide- 2 Open and
one LS diffuser

Monitor
Detector
Aperture slide

Fiber bundle
output
Exit Port 1”

Integrating Cavity
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Beam Splitter

Calibrations & Results
• Spectral Radiance – Using a calibrated Spectral Evolution spectrometer focused
on the exit port from 350 to 2500nm.
• Uniformity – A spatial uniformity measurement be made with the diffuser in
place using Westboro flat-fielded camera. Pixels of the camera averaged together
to make an 11X11 grid and uniformity is calculated using:
Uniformity = (1-((Lmax-Lmin)/2)/Lmean)
• Temporal Stability - monitor the system output for 30 minutes to ensure plasma
stability.
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Measured Output Radiance (No Diffuser)
• Only ~0.5% of Solar Disk value (approximately 120 vs 15,000)
• Some temporal averaging may be used to increase SNR = Achieved 10% Dn Saturation (based on
modeled SNR)
Spectral Radiance at 1" Aperture
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Measured Uniformity (Diffuser/No Diffuser)
• This is the uniformity without the diffuser.
• It is possible to improve uniformity with optional diffuser in place but signal drops >4x
• Customer was viewing source at infinity and rastering so uniformity was deemed acceptable without
diffuser.
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Uniformity
COV
StDev

82.31%
0.90%
8.40%

Temporal Stability
• By using a variable attenuator and software feedback loop, the output can be stabilized.
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Conclusions
• It is possible to achieve stable fractional (~0.5%) radiance of a
direct view of the solar disc at exo-atmospheric levels
o Higher radiance could have been achieved (budget limit)
• Tradeoffs must be made between uniformity and radiance levels

• Fiber-bundle solution offered an order of magnitude more
radiance than a sphere-based solution
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